THE ROYAL PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF CANADA
EVALUATION OF APPRENTICE JUDGE
Apprentice Name: ________________________________________
Exhibition: ________________________________________
Rating Key:

Date _____________
Apprentice’s (1) (2) (3) apprenticeship (circle one)

(Check the appropriate boxes in the table below)

Inadequate. This is an area of urgent concern. The apprentice and mentor should make efforts to correct this clear deficiency. The evaluator must make
comments and recommendations on this criterion in the narrative section.
Less than Acceptable. This is an area of deficiency that requires some attention on the part of the apprentice and mentor. An apprentice cannot be accredited
with any criteria scoring at this level on the final apprenticeship. The evaluator has an obligation to address any criterion rated at this level with comments
and recommendations.
Normal. This is a minimum level on each criterion. Improvement over this level is to be encouraged through comments and recommendations and assistance
from the mentor.
Proficient. This is the level at which an experienced judge should perform. And it is the expectation that during the third apprenticeship an apprentice
should perform at this level as well.
Commendable. The apprentice is performing at the highest levels. Special effort should be made to praise an apprentice performing at this level.

Evaluation Criteria

Inadequate

Less than
acceptable

Normal/
acceptable

Proficient

Commendable

Knowledge
Preparation for judging. To what extent does apprentice
show evidence of preparation through the study of books,
articles, etc.?
Role and responsibility of apprentice. In what way does the
apprentice understand his/her role and have knowledge of
apprentice requirements to be met?
Philatelic knowledge. Of own area and others.
Judging Fundamentals. How well does apprentice show an
understanding of how to apply fundamentals to judging?
Medal levels. How accurate was the apprentice?
Communication
Judging at frames. In what way did the apprentice
communicate reasoning for evaluation of exhibits?
Deliberations. How did apprentice communicate effectively
with jury?
Feedback Session. Does the apprentice effectively orally
communicate with exhibitors?
Use of the EFF. Does apprentice provide meaningful
comments, clearly and concisely, to exhibitors?
Teamwork
Collegiality. Does the apprentice work well with the jury?
Willingness to be proactive. Was the apprentice proactive
in offering comments, choosing exhibits to judge or
otherwise showing initiative?
Efficiency. Can the apprentice work efficiently and keep
pace with the jury?
Freedom from Bias. Is the apprentice free from bias
towards any philatelic area or type of exhibit?
Overall Appraisal

Please make any additional comments or elaborate on concerns on the reverse. It is the responsibility of the chief judge to
provide accurate and timely feedback to the apprentice, preferably by the close of the exhibition.
Please forward completed form to:
David Piercey, RPSC Judging Chairman,
181 Blackburn Drive West SW, Edmonton, AB T6W 1B6
(revised January 2017)

Chief Judge: _______________________________

